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Class 11 English Vistas (Word Meanings) 

Chapter 6 On The Face Of It 

S.No. Word Meanings 
Meanings (in 

hindi) 
Synonyms 

1 Rustling Sound when tree leaves move         murmur, scuffling 

2 
Walk 

tentatively Walk aimlessly or hesitantly                  move cautiously 

3 
Screen of 

bushes Group of bushes                curtain of bushes 

4 Close at Hand very near           close, nearby, not far away 

5 Startled surprised      amazed,  tremble 

6 Empty place place where nobody lives      जग  space,  vacuum,  gap 

7 Lad  boy      child, tad 

8 Scrump Steal a fruit  ग              फ         whip, steal, pilfer 

9 Underneath Actually, in your thoughts         inside 

10 Whole of you your complete personality आ           collectively,  jointly 

11 Magic fruit Very good fruit ज       फ  miracle fruit, miracle berry 

12 Give me a hand help me             redound, relieve 

13 Beside Near        beside, hereabout 

14 Weed Unwanted grass ज ग       trash 

15 Tin leg Artificial leg of metal         ………… 

16 Blown off cut in a bomb blast  फ         broken off, ditched, dumped, 

17 Silken ladder web of a spider         ज    cobweb, spiderweb, gossamer. 

18 Monstrous horrible       tribble, demonic, infernal 

19 Now and then Occasionally    औ     Sometimes, periodically 

20 Wet season Rainy Season               monsoon season. 

21 
Draft in your 

head Mentally sick                    deranged, insane. 

22 Dribble Water coming out of mouth           slobber, ooze 

23 Went by Crossed, Went ahead ग      undergo, wend, pass off 

24 Whispered Spoke in low voice फ  फ     gossip, hearsay, scuttlebutt 

25 Peculiar Strange  ज   Unusual, weird, odd 

26 Hive House of bees                 beehive, swarm. 

27 Buzz Sound of bees          hum, ping 

28 Trespassing Entering without permission       penetration, infiltration 

29 Swish Move quickly in air with a sound   -   rustle, sough, susurration 

30 Get on better become better          ज    boost, Develop, grow. 

31 Signify To be important                count, signify, weigh 
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32 Make out Assess      ग    Find out, Determine 

33 To make fuss worry or get angry without cause            think too much of, undulate 

34 Nobody cares nobody bothers                    no one is interested, no one minds  

35 Dafy mad   ग  stupid, unreasonable, crazy 

36 Thump Sound of falling        आ    slap, pummel, punch 

37 Creak Sound of bending         sound of breaking or grinding 

38 Devil bad person        Lucifer, Beelzebub 

 


